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Educate. Empower. Repeat.

Patient adherence is a competitive driver and no longer optional for biopharma to invest in. Companies are taking a proactive approach to integrating new solutions, and this increased
focus and investment from the industry—combined with the rapid pace of innovation in patient-centric capabilities—has created significant market momentum.

PATIENT ADHERENCE MARKET MOMENTUM

WHY BIOPHARMA IS MAKING THE INVESTMENT

As patients continue to demand more from biopharma, it has sparked a strong
industry response.

The key attributes patients shared as being important are areas where biopharma is
falling short. Addressing these presents a tremendous opportunity.
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Source: 1. BCG. 2. Accenture. 3. Grand View Research.
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Quality of life and health outcomes
By increasing medication adherence, Biopharma
can help realize the full potential of their
commercial product, while improving disease
control and management.
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More than
50% of doctors
said that all else equal,
they are more likely to
prescribe medication
from a Biopharma
company they consider
more patient-centric.1

By increasing medication adherence Biopharma
can observe a significant uptick in revenue
through increased patient LTV and can even make
up for slowed growth in new patient starts.

More than
70% of patients
think Biopharma has
a responsibility to
provide information
and services that
complement their
products.2
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